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Top five people working for CDG research in 2016 

It’s easy to feel alone in the world when your family is affected by CDG. But take heart with our 2016 list of 

the world’s top five researchers for congenital disorders of glycosylation. Let’s meet them! 

1. Lynne Wolfe has been a nurse practitioner at the National Institute of Health in the USA 

since 2009. She is currently recruiting for the NIH CDG natural history study, the findings from 

which will be used to help turn current research trials into potential therapeutic drugs for CDG 

patients. Patients from all over the world are invited to the institute where a week of tests are 

performed to collect valuable data. NIH also offers an annual follow up to 

patients, in order to chart developments in CDG patients over the long term.   

2. Bobby Ng is a research scientist, clinical coordinator and lab manager on the Human 

Genetics Program at Sanford-Burnham’s Children’s Health Research Centre. For the last 

ten years he has devoted his career to helping diagnose individuals and understanding the 

science behind different forms of CDG. Besides moving CDG research forward, he also 

wishes to raise more awareness for the disorder. Bobby, along with Pro-

fessor Hudson Freeze, the Director of the Children’s Centre, recently identified the rare 

type of CDG in one of our UK families, so he has a special place in our hearts.   

3. Agnes Rafalko founded the company Glycomine in 2015 in San Francisco because of her 

passion for glycobiology, nanotechnology and orphan drugs. In her CDG research, she aims 

to use nanotechnology to encase therapeutic sugars in fatty 

acid capsules which are the size of a virus, so that the sugar can enter the cell 

more easily, therefore ensuring less is lost. As the capsules are so tiny, it is 

hoped that they can even cross the blood-brain barrier and enter brain cells. As 

80% of CDGs include neurological problems, this is positive news.    

4. A set of doctors at Sant Joan de Deu Hospital in Barcelona are specialists in various study areas 

grouped under the name ‘RareCommons’, and they currently have 462 participants in a study of 

CDG. Information is gathered about CDG patients and is pooled for research, and as a bonus, a 

team of clinicians is online ready to answer any medical questions that families may have.  

5. Duncan Webster, MD, began Foundation Glycosylation (FoG), after attending an international CDG meeting 

in 2011. A team of researchers are now looking into the glycosylation processes in yeast and zebrafish, with 

the hope of finding therapeutics. Students are also sponsored and are currently researching ALG9 (a type of 

CDG) and deficient human dermal fibroblasts.   



 

You are invited to the CDG UK AGM 

5th November 2016  

The CDG UK Annual General Meeting will be 

held from 3pm to 5pm at the Hospitality 

Suite, Bromsgrove School, Worcester Road, 

Bromsgrove, B61 7DU. Families will be arriv-

ing from 2pm. Please email cdgukcon-

tact@gmail.com if you are interested in com-

News from the UK 

In memory… 

Tom Jarvis, a grandfather of one of our CDG patients in the UK, unfortunate-

ly passed away this summer. As he was always a great supporter of CDG UK 

and CDG research, the family asked for donations to CDG UK in lieu of flow-

ers at his funeral. The total raised was £275.00, and the family and CDG UK 

would like to thank all of those that kindly do-

nated. The money will make a huge difference 

to those affected by CDG, and Tom would be 

proud of our efforts. Thank you. 

A visit from the USA… 

On their tour of world CDG families, Alex and 

Jeremy Connor finally arrived in the UK and 

In memory of Tom Jarvis 

CDG UK was set up by families for families  

Also in the news… The auction of signed items do-

nated to CDG UK by Jackie Chan raised over £260 for 

the charity. Thank you so much Jackie Chan!   

From the team at CDG UK 

Michaelmas 2016 

 

You can watch all the videos from the CDG World Conference 

in Lyon on the CDG CARE YouTube Channel: https://

www.youtube.com/channel/UC04CIRYlJSUkNU8GBnksCMg/

videos?view=0&shelf_id=0&sort=dd 


